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Executive Summary
Impact – Turning Out the Base
In 2016, the Center for Community Change Action created the Immigrant Voters Win PAC to run the largest
national independent voter turnout program targeting low-propensity Latino and Immigrant voters and
succeeded in dramatically increasing turnout in our targeted universe, beating the pre-election model1 numbers
in all three program states.

Lessons – What Made Our Program Effective
The central proposition of our program - local, grassroots organizations doing the work with culturally competent
messengers and trusted local leaders within a national, rigorous, data-driven operation – worked!
Our canvassers began their conversations around the core values that matter to our voters, and the issues
affecting their families. Building on this foundation, they connected the candidates to those values and issues.
Our approach fostered better conversations, created a more lasting impact, and resulted in more support for
progressive candidates.
Talent matters: hiring competent, experienced staff who come from our communities, and developing their
leadership, was key to running a successful program, both nationally and locally.

Results - Program Impact Numbers
NEVADA

In Nevada, target turnout was 15.2 percentage points above the 2016 modeled turnout.

our Nevada
voted
62.0% oftargets

in the 2016 general election, despite an average
Catalist vote propensity score of only 55.8.

FLORIDA

And, when we were able to have an in-person
conversation at the doors, those voters turned out
at a much higher rate - 73.5% compared to 58.8%
turnout of our voters not contacted at the doors.

In Florida, target turnout was 11.6 percentage points above the 2016 modeled turnout.

55.1%

of our Florida
targets voted

in the 2016 general election, despite an average
BlueLabs turnout score of only 42.6

And, when we were able to have an in-person
conversation at the doors those voters turned out
at a much higher rate - 62.5% compared to 52.8%
turnout of our voters not contacted at the doors.

Among Puerto Rican voters in our targeted counties of Orange and Osceola,
turnout was 69.3% and 69.9%, respectively, compared to 49.6% and 49.7%
turnout of Puerto Rican voters not targeted by our program.

COLORADO

In Colorado, target turnout was 1.2 percentage points above the 2016 modeled turnout.
When we were able to have an in-person conversation at the
49.9% of our Colorado
doors, those voters turned out at a much higher rate
targets voted in the 2016

64.7%

compared to 45.9% turnout of
voters not contacted at the doors,

showing 18.8% higher turnout among voters who spoke with
one of our canvassers.

general election, despite an
average BlueLabs turnout
score of only 48.7.

The Colorado Senate and Presidential races were less competitive than our other program states, creating a less intense campaign
environment which was reflected in our final impact numbers. Compounding this issue, 2016 was Colorado’s first cycle implementing
an all-mail ballot system which created a challenging learning curve for our canvassers and overall program.

When building the model, BlueLabs examined previous vote history in order to determine which individual attributes are predictive of voting in Presidential
general elections like 2016. The model incorporates a number of pieces of information about each voter including vote history, demographics, income, state
election conditions, state historical turnout rates, and registration status, information about the census tract. As part of this modeling, BlueLabs estimated a 2
percent increase in voter turnout as a result of our program impact.
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Electoral Results – Electing Progressive Candidates
In Nevada: Among our targeted universe, 16,317 more voters turned out than predicted by our model, making a
significant contribution to Hillary Clinton’s victory (by a margin of only 27,202 votes), and the Catherine CortezMasto victory (by a margin of only 26,231 votes) - electing the first Latina to the US Senate. Our program also
contributed to the US Rep Ruben Kihuen win, and the state Legislative majorities.
In Florida: down ballot victories of Darren Soto for US Congressional District 9, John Cortes for State House
Districts 43, Victor M. Torres Jr. and Jose Javier Rodriguez for State Senate, Brandon Arrington for Osceola County
Commissioner District 3 and Andrew Warren for State Attorney District 13 in Hillsborough County.
In Colorado: Clinton victory and the Colorado State House victories of Democrats Dafna Michaelson Jenet (HD-30),
Joe Salazar (HD-31) and Dave Young (HD-50) and the passage of Amendment 70 to gradually raise the minimum
wage, reaching $12.00/hour by 2020.

Planning Now for 2018, 2020 and Beyond
The successful impact of this program has profound implications for the progressive movement. By turning
out traditionally ignored voters with authentic messengers grounded in local communities, we can change the
composition of the electorate and, with investments at scale, consistently win elections.
Building on our electoral model, we will double down on the 2016 program states of Nevada, Florida and Colorado
and expand our geographic reach to 5-8 total states in 2018 and 8-10 states for 2020. Beginning in 2018, we plan
to broaden our program to include all communities of color – Latino, African-American and Asian voters.

2018 CCC ACTION ELECTORAL PROGRAM

CCC Action will operate
in these states across
numerous elections,
including statewide
gubernatorial and US
Senate races, targeted
House districts, state
legislative districts, and
other down-ballot races.
2016 program
Potential 2018 expansion states
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In the spring of 2016, BlueLabs determined modeled turnout numbers among our targeted voters in Colorado,
Nevada and Florida—and our program beat these models1 in all three states. On average, the low-propensity
voters we had in-person conversations with turned out at almost the same rate as the statewide overall turnout –
which includes all high-propensity voters—a huge achievement for our program. The increased turnout among our
targeted universes was pivotal in top of the ticket and down-ballot races.

NEVADA

• In Nevada, we targeted 106,559 low-propensity Latino
and AAPI voters, including significant numbers of
Mexican American and Filipino communities in Clark
and Washoe counties (Las Vegas & Reno). Through
our in-person canvass coverage, we spoke with
17,184 voters (19.6% of our targeted canvass universe
of 87,485 voters). Through our canvass and phone
outreach combined, we spoke with a total of 44,306
voters (41.6% of our targeted phone and canvass
universe of 106,559 voters).
• BlueLabs determined a modeled turnout among our targeted universe with a two-percentage
point CCCA program impact to be 50,329 votes. Among our statewide targets, 66,646 went
to the polls in 2016. Benefitting from CCCA’s Nevada field program, our turnout was 15.2
percentage points above that projected 2016 turnout modeled earlier in the year.
• 62.0% of our Nevada targets voted in the 2016 general election, despite an average Catalist
vote propensity score of only 55.8.
• When we were able to have an in-person conversation at the doors, those voters turned out
at a much higher rate - 73.5% compared to 58.8% turnout of our voters not contacted at
the doors, showing 14.7% higher turnout among voters who spoke with our canvassers.
• Examining our impact by vote propensity scores – a number between 0-100 assigned to each
voter estimating their likelihood to vote based on their participation in previous elections even among the lowest-propensity voters included in the field universe (scored 7-19), CCCA’s
canvass program had an impact. Without being canvassed, only 29.31% of these targets
voted. However, close to half (44.02%) of these extremely low-propensity targets voted
after an in-person conversation with one of our canvassers.
• Our program helped ensure the election of Catherine Cortez Masto – the first Latina – to the US
Senate, a race that was considered a toss-up, securing the seat with just a 26,231 vote margin.
And, we contributed to flipping the Nevada state legislative chambers to Democratic control.

62.0% OF OUR NEVADA TARGETS VOTED IN THE
2016 GENERAL ELECTION, DESPITE AN AVERAGE
CATALIST VOTE PROPENSITY SCORE OF ONLY 55.8.

When building the model, BlueLabs examined previous vote history in order to determine which individual attributes are predictive of voting in Presidential
general elections like 2016. The model incorporates a number of pieces of information about each voter including vote history, demographics, income, state
election conditions, state historical turnout rates, registration status, and information about the census tract. As part of this modeling, BlueLabs estimated a 2
percent increase in voter turnout as a result of our program impact.
1
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FLORIDA

• In Florida, we targeted 495,363 low-propensity Latino voters, including voters in the
state’s Cuban, Puerto Rican, Venezuelan, Columbian and Mexican American communities.
Geographies included South Florida, North Florida and the I-4 Corridor of Central Florida:
Hillsborough, Broward, Orange, Osceola, ,and Miami-Dade. Through our in-person canvass
coverage we spoke with 95,060 voters (23.5% of our targeted canvass universe of 404,099
voters). Through our canvass and phone outreach combined, we spoke to a total of 194,543
voters (39.3% of our target canvass and phone universe of 495,363 voters).
• BlueLabs estimated the modeled turnout among our targets to be approximately 216,871
votes. Among our targets, 274,154 people voted in the 2016 election. Benefitting from our
Florida field program, target turnout in counties where we focused our efforts was 11.6
percentage points above 2016 turnout modeled earlier in the year.
• 55.1% of our Florida targets voted in the 2016 general election, despite an average BlueLabs
turnout score of only 42.6.
• When we were able to have an in-person conversation at the doors, those voters turned out
at a much higher rate - 62.5% compared to 52.8% turnout of voters not contacted at the
doors, showing 9.7% higher turnout among voters who spoke with one of our canvassers.
• As part of our work in Florida, we have invested in the development of a highly accurate
BlueLabs ethnicity model for Florida that predicts whether Latino voters are of Puerto Rican
or Cuban origin. This new Latino origin model allows CCCA and our partner organizations
to target and analyze programs in these communities far more effectively. During program
planning before the availability of a Latino origin model, BlueLabs estimated that that there
were 155,000+ Puerto Rican registered voters in Orange and Osceola counties with their
turnout percentage expected to be slightly under the overall Latino turnout. Among Puerto
Rican voters in our targeted counties of Orange and Osceola, turnout was 69.3% and
69.9%, respectively, compared to 49.6% and 49.7% turnout of Puerto Rican voters not
targeted by our program.
• Examining our impact by vote propensity scores – a number between 0-100 assigned
to each voter estimating their likelihood to vote based on their participation in previous
elections - even among voters within one of the lowest tier of turnout scores included in the
field universe (scored 10-19), targets reached by our canvassers were more likely to vote.
Among non-canvassed targets, only 29.5% of these targets voted. However, 36.2% of the
extremely low turnout score targets reached by our canvassers turned out, showing the
powerful impact of our in-person conversations with even the most infrequent of voters.
• Our efforts helped secure the down-ballot victories of Darren Soto for US Congressional
District 9, John Cortes for State House Districts 43, Victor M. Torres Jr. and Jose Javier
Rodriguez for State Senate, Brandon Arrington for County Commissioner Districts 3 and
Andrew Warren for State Attorney District 13.

55.1% OF OUR FLORIDA TARGETS VOTED IN

THE 2016 GENERAL ELECTION, DESPITE AN AVERAGE
BLUELABS TURNOUT SCORE OF ONLY 42.6.
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COLORADO

• In Colorado, we targeted 115,049 lowpropensity Latino and AAPI voters,
including the state’s large Mexican
American
population.
Geographies
included Adams, Pueblo, Arapahoe,
Denver and Weld Counties. Through our
in-person canvass coverage we spoke
with 18,905 voters (21.1% of our targeted
canvass universe of 89,723 voters).
Through our canvass and phone outreach
combined, we spoke with a total of 30,330
voters (26.4% of our target canvass and
phone universe of 115,049 voters).
• In Colorado, BlueLabs had estimated the modeled turnout among our targets to be
approximately 57,272 votes. Among CCCA’s targets, 58,582 successfully voted in November
2016. Benefitting from our Colorado field program, target turnout among the counties where
we focused our effort was 1.2 percentage points above 2016 turnout modeled earlier in the
year.
• 49.9% of our Colorado targets voted in the 2016 general election, despite an average Catalist
turnout score of only 48.7.
• When we were able to have an in-person conversation at the doors, those voters turned out
at a much higher rate - 64.7% compared to 45.9% turnout of voters not contacted at the
doors, showing 18.8% higher turnout among voters who spoke with one of our canvassers.
• Examining our impact by vote propensity scores – a number between 0-100 assigned
to each voter estimating their likelihood to vote based on their participation in previous
elections - even among voters within the lowest tier of turnout scores included in the field
universe (scored 0-9), targets reached by our canvassers were more likely to vote. Among
non-canvassed targets, only 13.1% of these targets voted. However, 56.7% of the extremely
low turnout score targets reached by our canvassers turned out, showing the powerful
impact of our in-person conversations with even the most infrequent of voters.
• Our efforts helped secure a Clinton victory in the state as well as the Colorado State House
victories of Democrats Dafna Michaelson Jenet (HD-30), Joe Salazar (HD-31) and Dave Young
(HD-50) and the passage of Amendment 70 to gradually raise the minimum wage, reaching
$12.00/hour by 2020.

64.7%

compared to 45.9% turnout of
voters not contacted at the doors,

showing 18.8% higher turnout among voters who spoke with one of our canvassers.

Along with the field voter engagement operation described above, our efforts also included a close collaboration on
national narrative and earned media among America’s Voice, Latino Victory Project, and Center for Community
Change Action. Details of that part of the effort are not included in this paper.
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Major Lessons from the 2016 Immigrant Voter Program
LESSON 1: LOCALLY GROUNDED ORGANIZATIONS AND MESSENGERS
The crux of our model, running our program through local, grassroots organizations deploying culturallycompetent canvassers, organizers and volunteers, was a success, leading to a higher percentage of lowpropensity voters in our target universe casting ballots this election than in 2012 and saw turnout in our targeted
universe beat our pre-election modeling in all three states.
The model hinged on hiring leaders rooted in their communities as
organizers and canvassers who spoke the language of targeted
voters, often coming from the same cultural background. This facilitated
building trust on the doors and allowed canvassers to reach a
deeper level of conversation more quickly. Canvassers, overseen by grassroots partner organizations, brought a comprehensive understanding
of local areas – including a block-by-block knowledge of neighborhood
characteristics and issues important to specific communities, a
recognition of local history, and a personal relationship with local
community leaders. Carrying a complete picture of an area - the people,
history, and culture - helped organizers and canvassers connect with
voters on the doors and led to more open and meaningful conversations.
A creative use of a local, established community figure comes from our Nevada program. In Clark County, local DJ
Edwin Gutierrez (AKA Bevo), who specializes in music for local Quinceañera parties - a traditional Mexican rite of
passage for 15 year old girls - volunteered for the campaign effort. On the doors, speaking with the community,
many household members either knew him personally or knew of him, having attended one of his Quinceañera
parties. This community connection allowed Edwin, and the canvassers who worked with him, to instantly gain
the trust of voters and gave their message added resonance. During one of the marches against Trump, Edwin
posted a Facebook Live streaming of the event, garnering over 30,000 views.
Our model surfaced a series of “best practices” which amplified our impact when reaching out to base Latino and
Immigrant voters. One of these methods comes from our work in Nevada, where we dispatched canvassers with
opportunities for voters to expand their engagement with the campaign. Besides the traditional ask of “would
you volunteer” and the traditional choice of activities of phone banking and canvassing, which we continued to
offer, our campaign offered opportunities for voters to engage in organizing activities like community meetings,
picket lines outside of Trump Hotel, protests during Trump presidential stops, and watch parties of presidential and
senatorial debates.
In addition, our early-vote events combined the data rigor of voter targeting with the creativity of community
organizing. Instead of just providing information about the early vote sites close to voters’ homes, we
coordinated key voter Fiestas and Halloween/Dia de los Muertos events that created the culture of collective voting
with fellow community members. We replicated culturally-relevant activities and events like these in all three states,
including cafecito gatherings in Florida, Early Voting Fiestas in Nevada and Mexican restaurant debate watch
parties in Colorado.
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LESSON 2: LEADING WITH VALUES AND ISSUES – NOT CANDIDATES
The majority of our local partner groups are rooted in community organizing practices that include regular
outreach to community members via conversations that begin with values, lead organically to issues and then
move community members into action.
A key example of this method in action comes from Weld County, Colorado where one of our canvassers encountered an older, more conservative voter at the door who was concerned about immigration and the growing
Latino population. The canvasser, who was a Latino student from the local university, began to talk and the older
gentleman recognized him from the local market where the canvasser worked. The canvasser shared his story
about DACA and his family along with the struggles he and those in his community have faced. The older gentleman became emotional and related his memories of when the KKK was active in the area and shared remorse
about his feelings. The man said, “I didn’t realize this was still happening, I’m sorry your family has had to go
through this.” The older gentleman shook his hand and agreed to vote for Clinton.

LESSON 3: DEVELOPING LOCAL TALENT AND CAPACITY
Staffing political programs is too often seen as a revolving door, where staff with the basic level of experience
move from one candidate or issue fight to the next, with little effort put toward training and skills development.
In our model, we strove to find talented staff with the hybrid experience of hardnosed political campaign work as
well as a background in community organizing and knowledge of the local neighborhoods, enabling staff to hold
deeper, values-based conversations with voters to successfully move them to action.
Francisco Morales, our 2016 state director for Nevada, provides an excellent example of identifying locally-based
staff with the right skills for the position and augmenting those skills with ongoing training and staff development.
Francisco came to our effort with experience managing smaller city council elections and overseeing field
work for Congresswoman Dina Titus (NV, CD-1), bringing with him deep and meaningful relationships with
neighborhood figures, community leaders and elected officials. He had a good working relationship with our grassroots partners and highly valued their community organizing approach. Although skills and experience are critical,
alignment to our campaign goals and values was equally as important. Francisco’s personal immigration story and
commitment to state power building gave him an emotional depth of connection to the outcomes as well as the
process. Francisco’s priorities included work to build ongoing community infrastructure and to create leadership
for the organization and the state. Great talent must not only be identified, it must also be developed. Francisco
and his field team were given the space to lead with their vision focused on creativity, authenticity and boldness.
Francisco is now working with the Culinary Union, a key CCC Action partner in our electoral and community
organizing work in Nevada.
Laura Martin, the Deputy Director of PLAN and PLAN Action provides another excellent example of the importance of
talented staff. As a long-time resident of Las Vegas, Laura was invaluable in identifying turf and target populations;
she knew the neighborhood of the city along with the historical underinvestment of canvassing capacity in some
areas. In addition, Laura’s previous experience as the communications director, provided the program with careful
oversight of a powerful and creative communication strategy. The long-standing relationships with local and national
reporters that Laura leveraged to provide impact and reach were a continuous asset to the success of the program.
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Key Areas for Growth
The measured impact of the Immigrant Voter Program in all three states speaks to the success of our model and gives
us great hope for expanding this work in future cycles. However, as with any bold experiment, there are clear areas we
have identified for further growth. The following lessons come from what didn’t work well or where problems surfaced:

1.

Start earlier: getting a program of this scale staffed and road-ready takes serious time and capacity. We must
start the planning process sooner, begin deploying resources earlier and train and staff up faster.

2. Deepen and strengthen the capacity of local groups and local talent. The key to our program is a strong local
partner with the skills and capacity to do the work. During the 2016 cycle, local community organizations
greatly expanded the skills of their staff and all learned how to run a program of this scale. However, building
the plane while flying is a difficult mode of operation. We must start now to prepare local groups to take on
this work and ensure that their staff and leadership are ready for the next cycle.
3. Support year-round integrated voter engagement efforts within local organizations that include recruiting,
issue work, candidate accountability and electoral work to create a virtuous cycle of mutually-reinforcing
programs. Constantly engaging with and activating the base will allow for the seamless integration of
electoral outreach and mobilization during election time.
4. In Colorado, we saw lower impact numbers which we account for in several ways:
 The Bennet Senate race did not generate the same amount of energy as the Cortez Masto race in
Nevada. To compensate, we focused on local issues like the minimum wage ballot measure and some
local down-ballot candidates. While this helped, it could not fully compensate for the general lack of
enthusiasm.
 This was the first Colorado election conducted by an all mail-in ballot system, which created challenges
and a steep learning curve around pushing low-propensity voters to return their ballots by Election Day.
 Finally, while we succeeded in building a coalition of eight partner organizations to run the biggest
Latino voter outreach program in the state, the sheer number of partner organizations, as compared to
Florida and Nevada, created challenges managing and tailoring the implementation of the model within
each organization, resulting in a much heavier lift for national and local staff.

5. Integrate member recruitment before, during and after electoral outreach as part of a year-round approach.
We initially set out to include a membership recruitment component in our canvass outreach, to more fully
activate voters and strengthen local organizations. While each state did succeed in some leader and activist
recruitment, we need to prioritize this outcome by funding the expansion of year-round member recruitment,
as well as ongoing issue organizing, both of which can seamlessly transition to electoral and GOTV work
during election cycles. If a robust issue-canvass and membership-recruitment operation is in place, we can
more easily integrate an electoral message into this existing program, rather than tack on a membership
recruitment element as an afterthought to our electoral outreach.
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CCC Action’s Work in 2018 and 2020
The Center for Community Change Action will continue to improve our movement-building electoral model –
doubling down on the program we built in 2016 in Nevada, Florida and Colorado – while also expanding our
geographic reach and engaging broader, multiracial constituencies. Specifically, we hope to build programs in 5-8
total states in 2018 and 8-10 states for 2020. As we expand geographically, we will also broaden our program to
include all communities of color – Latino, African-American and Asian voters.
The work begun during the 2016 cycle will continue and the Center for Community Change Action will apply these
larger lessons to improve and expand this model in future cycles. If the 2016 election has taught us anything,
it is that we need to take a bold, new approach to connect with voters in a deep and lasting way in order to
permanently tip the scales towards a progressive majority. This program is one step along that path.

CCC ACTION ELECTORAL PROGRAM

CCC Action will operate
in these states across
numerous elections,
including statewide
gubernatorial and US
Senate races, targeted
House districts, state
legislative districts, and
other down-ballot races.
2016 program
Potential 2018 expansion states
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2016 Summary Results* (data for CCCA from Catalist and analyzed by Bluelabs)
NEVADA

FLORIDA

COLORADO

Universe

106,559 Latino & Asian voters

495,363 Latino voters

115,049 Latino & Asian voters

Overall
statewide
turnout %
of Latinos/
Asians

• Latinos: 64.7% (2016) vs 62.4% (2012)
• Latinos: 62.0% (2016) vs 60.7% • 2016 = 63.1%
(2012)
• 2012 = 58.2%
• Asians: 68.5% (2016) vs 64.4% (2012)
• Asians: 61.5% (2016) vs 61.1% • (This is all FL Latinos, including high • (This is all CO Latinos & Asians, includ(2012)
propensity-voters)
ing high propensity-voters)
• (This is all NV Latinos & Asians,
including high propensity-voters)

Turnout rate
of our lowpropensity
universe

• 62% of universe voted (2016)
• 55.1% of universe voted (2016)
• 49.9% of universe voted (2016)
• Average vote propensity score of • Average vote propensity score of • Average vote propensity score of our
our voters = only 55.8%
our voters = only 42.6%
voters = only 48.7%

Impact of
Door Canvass

• 73.5% of our universe – that was
contacted at door – voted (compared to 58.8% of those not contacted at door)
• Even lowest propensity voters
turned out at high rates when we
contacted them at doors:
• Of voters with 7-19% vote prop
score = 44% voted
• Of voters with 20-29% vote prop
score = 50% voted

• 62.5% of our universe – that was
contacted at door – voted (compared to 52.8% of those not contacted at door)
• Even lowest propensity voters
turned out at high rates when we
contacted them at doors:
• Of voters with 0-19% vote prop
score = 33.4% voted
• Of voters with 20-29% vote prop
score = 44.8% voted

• 64.7% of our universe – that was contacted at door – voted (compared to
45.9% of those not contacted at door)
• Even lowest propensity voters turned
out at high rates when we contacted
them at doors:
• Of voters with 0-9% vote prop score =
56.7% voted
• Of voters with 10-19% vote prop score =
59.8% voted

Early Vote
data for our
universe

More voters in our universe voted
early in 2016 (42,793) than voted
at all in 2012 (40,569)

More voters in our universe voted
early in 2016 (197,663) than voted at
all in 2012 (179,476)

N/A: Colorado voters all vote by mail-in
ballots

Florida Puerto N/A
Rican Voter
Program
Results

• 69.6% of target Puerto Rican voters N/A
in our comprehensive PR program in
Central FL voted (59,429 of 85,443)
• Only 49.7% of other non-targeted
Puerto Rican voters in same counties voted

Program
Coverage

23.52% of door universe was
contacted at door by our canvassers
(95,060 canvassed/404,099
canvass universe)
39.27% of door/phone universe was
contacted at door or phone (194,543
contacted/495,363 total universe)

21.07% of door universe was contacted
at door by our canvassers (18,905
canvassed/89,723 canvass universe)
26.36% of door/phone universe was
contacted by us at door or phone
(30,330 contacted/115,049 total
universe)

Catalist vote propensity = range
from 0% – 80%
Catalist partisanship ≥70%
BlueLabs ethnicity = Latino
Counties: Miami-Dade, Broward,
Orange, Osceola, Duval, Leon,
Hillsborough, SD-39 part of Monroe
County

Catalist vote propensity = range from
0% – 85%
Catalist partisanship ≥50%
BlueLabs ethnicity = Latino or Asian
Counties: Adams, Arapahoe, Pueblo,
Weld, Denver

19.64% of door universe was
contacted at door by our
canvassers (17,184 canvassed/
87,486 canvass universe)
41.58% of door/phone universe
was contacted by us at door or
phone (44,306 contacted/106,559
total universe)

Low
Catalist vote propensity = range
Propensity
from 7% – 80%
Voter Universe Catalist partisanship ≥70%
definition
BlueLabs ethnicity = Latino or
Asian
Counties: Clark and Washoe

*CCCA considered conducting a randomized controlled experiment last year, but given the stakes of the 2016 election we made a
determination to put all assets toward increasing voter participation and therefore did not set aside a control group. Instead, we rely on
evidence that demonstrates that face-to-face conversations and other personal, local, in-group contacts increase turnout. In future cycles,
CCCA will incorporate experimentation such as randomized controlled groups into our voter work to continue evaluating the impact of our
efforts and continue learning how to most effectively turn out voters and build long-term power for our communities.
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NEVADA PROGRAM PARTNERS

FLORIDA PROGRAM PARTNERS

NATIONAL COMMUNICATION PARTNERS

Center for Community Change Action www.cccaction.org
For Additional Information: Please contact Deepak Pateriya at dpateriya@cccaction.org.

